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  “If it could talk, the work would yell... “ …  

 

So stated one art commentator of painting known as “Gotham News” by Dutch-born American painter Willem de 

Kooning (born April 24, 1904, Rotterdam, Netherlands—died March 19, 1997, East Hampton, New York, U.S.),  who 

was one of the leading exponents of Abstract Expressionism, particularly the form known as Action painting.  Dating 

from 1955, and measuring 69 x 79 inches, “Gotham News” which is housed in Albright-Knox Gallery in Buffalo, New 

York,  presents a hectic mixed media canvas, a traffic jam of complementary colors, near accidents between red and 

green, blue and orange, or black and white. The mottled pink passage near the bottom left suggests the presence of 

mortal flesh in a world of zigzags and sharp corners.  Not only does the work offer insight to the artist's life but also 

the social context of making art in New York City in the mid-1950s, and, for something so abstract, a good historical 

picture of New York in the 1950s.  

 

As a metaphor and clued by the work's title, which was coined by curator and arts editor Katherine Kuh as an 

organizer of the American section for the 1956 Venice Biennale, “Gotham News” expresses through the textural 

richness of large, thick brushstrokes, the busy energy of New Yorkers in their city.  We can read actual text in this 

painting, from the bits of newspaper transfers which de Kooning applied to the wet paint: top middle - the upside 

down and reversed newspaper ad -  a movie theater notice for Alfred Hitchcock's 1955 movie “To Catch a Thief”, 

starring Cary Grant and Grace Kelly; scraps of advertisements for diamond wedding rings, clearance sales, a cartoon 

woman, and something about television. The vigorous painting whips up a controlled chaos, the many voices of the 

imagined mythic Gotham all at once engaged in the persuasive practices of journalists and ad men.  

 

De Kooning said in an interview with David Sylvester for the BBC in 1962: “The pictures (I have) done since the 

'Women', they’re emotions, most of them. Most of them are landscapes and highways and sensations of that, 

outside the city – with the feeling of going to the city or coming from it. .. I am here and I like New York City. But I 

love to go out in a car.. .. I’m just crazy about going over the roads and highways.”  

 

“Gotham News”, will present a musical response to and allegory of De Kooning’s painting “Gotham News”, 

exploring and giving sonic representation and colour to the painting’s fascinating content, medium and energy, 

unravelling the facets and clues to the painting’s expression and landscape through compelling and vigorous 

textures, dynamic rhythm and harmonic structure, and dexterity of instrumentation. 

 

**************************** 
Instrumentation:  string orchestra (6-6-4-4-2 min.) 
 
Details: 
Duration: apx 12 minutes in 1 movement  
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Willem de Kooning : Gotham News. 1955. Oil, enamel, charcoal, and newspaper transfer on canvas. 69 x 79” (175.3 x 200.7 cm) 

 Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo. Gift of Seymour H. Knox, Jr.  

© 2011 The Willem de Kooning Foundation / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York 
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                                  New York City, 1955 by Mario De Biasi  

 

      

Norman Parkinson, New York, 1955 
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